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Press release of 27 January 2017

Releasing
The Encyclopedia
of Migrants
After three years spent meeting people, collecting stories, compiling research and making
the final product, The Encyclopedia of migrants is
nearly ready. The cities of Brest, Rennes, Nantes,
Gijón, Porto, Lisbon, Cadiz and Gibraltar will officially be handed their copy by the project team
as of 4 March 2017.

of new knowledge founded in the personal side
of life and individuality. This deviation from the
Enlightenment-age Encyclopédie, a symbol of
so-called legitimate knowledge, takes the daring
stance of giving the floor to those affected by the
subject more than any other: migrants themselves.
The witnesses express themselves in a personal letter addressed to a loved one they left behind, handwritten in their first language. Each letter comes
with a translation into the project’s four publication languages — French, Spanish, Portuguese and
English — and a photographic portrait.

The Encyclopedia of migrants is an artistic project
which has taken the form of an encyclopedia
containing testimony from 400 migrant people. It
was designed and initiated by director and interdisciplinary project creator, Paloma Fernández Sobrino. General project organisation was overseen
by the L’âge de la Tortue association. (voir p. 79)

This project was formed using a personal, artistic and emotional approach. It impressed a small
team of three, who then got involved to roll it out
within a district, then nationally and finally on a
European scale. More than 700 artists, third-sector activists, social scientists, art students, citizens
and public decision-makers ultimately joined the
adventure.

Everything started in 2007 when, having been
invited by L’âge de la Tortue to take part in the
Correspondances citoyennes project, artist Paloma
Fernández Sobrino chose to tackle the theme of
migration from a personal perspective. Following
on from this initiative, the artist continued this
work collecting letters by migrants recounting
their stories in the Le Blosne area of Rennes, giving rise to two publications1. Out of this work a
dynamic was sparked in both the district and the
wider city, knitting together a network of potential
letter writers, until in 2014 Paloma suggested to
the L’âge de la Tortue team that they develop the
existing project and produce an emblematic object:
an encyclopedia.

As a weighty object both literally — each of the
three volumes weighs nearly 3kg — and in terms of
the sheer number of life stories it contains, The Encyclopedia of migrants is beyond classification. Only
eight copies have been made, and these imposing
books have been given to partner cities so that they
may take responsibility for caring for them, bringing them to life and passing on their contents.

The Encyclopedia of migrants borrows the format
of Diderot and Alembert’s Encyclopédie – a monumental book in several leather-bound volumes
– with the aim of passing on knowledge gained
through life experience, with all the subjectivity
that implies. 400 migrants became the source

The official handover ceremonies will take place
in the eight European cities from 4 March (in
Rennes) to 28 June 2017 (Gibraltar).
The Encyclopedia of migrants is also firmly rooted in
contemporary culture: a digital version is accessible for free online, also as of 4th March, so that it
can be enjoyed by as many members of the public
as possible: www.encyclopedie-des-migrants.eu/
digital.

Paloma Fernández-Sobrino, P. & Cousseau, B. (2008). (Partir…).
Rennes, France : L’âge de la tortue.
1

Paloma Fernández-Sobrino, P., Eidenhammer, A., Sauvage, A. &
Pallarès, M. S. (2011). Partir – esguards…miradas…regards.
Rennes, France: L’âge de la tortue.
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The official handover
ceremonies in the 8 cities
Starting in 2015, the eight cities which have supported The Encyclopedia of migrants project all committed to acquiring a copy of the paper
version, which was the only absolute condition for localities wanting
taking part. Partners such as third-sector organisations, municipal
authorities and institutions took responsibility on a local level for publically presenting the Encyclopedia and increasing awareness of it by
developing a long-term dynamic in the form of exhibitions, readings,
debates, associated projects and any other initiatives they may wish to
implement or support. The official handover ceremonies are scheduled
from 4 March 2017 (in Rennes) to 28 June 2017 (Gibraltar).

France
— Rennes —

— Brest —

Official handover ceremony: 4 March 2017 —
11.30am
Location: Le Triangle, cité de la danse, boulevard
de Yougoslavie, 35000 Rennes
Reading marathon: from 4 March — 6pm to 5
March 2017 — 6pm
Location: Hôtel Pasteur, 2 place Pasteur, 35000
Rennes

Official handover ceremony: 16th March 2017 —
6pm
Location: Médiathèque François-Mitterrand — Les
Capucins — Ateliers des Capucins, 25 rue de Pontaniou, 29200 Brest
The official handover ceremony for The Encyclopedia of migrants will be preceded by a speech by
François Cuillandre, Mayor of Brest, and Paloma
Fernández Sobrino, the designer and director of
The Encyclopedia of migrants project coordinated by
L’âge de la Tortue. A schedule of cultural events is
currently being organised at the Capucins site and
throughout the city of Brest.

The official handover ceremony has been organised for Saturday 4th March at 11.30am at the
Le Triangle cultural centre. This public ceremony
is open to anyone and everyone, and it will involve
the project team (artists, migrants, third-sector
activists, social scientists and so on) handing over
a copy to Nathalie Appéré, Mayor of Rennes. This
Encyclopedia will then move to the Les Champs
Libres library, where it will be kept and made available to the public.

— Nantes —
Official handover ceremony: 6 April 2017
Location: Hôtel de ville, rue de la Commune,
44000 Nantes

A marathon reading session will then take place at
L’Hôtel Pasteur from Saturday 4 March (6pm) to
Sunday 5 March 2017 (6pm). This performance
aims to provide a comprehensive, continuous reading of all 400 stories by a group of 100 volunteer
readers. L’Hôtel Pasteur will be open to the public
for 24 hours and the event is free and open to all.

The city of Nantes will receive its copy of The Encyclopedia of migrants in front of an audience that
will include the project’s authors and partners.
The official handover ceremony will be followed
by a reading of a selection of letters by the writers
themselves. A celebration is organised for after the
event.
6
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— Gijón —

Spain

Official handover ceremony: 8 May 2017
Location: Town Hall, Plaza Mayor 1, 33201 Gijón

Official handover ceremony: 20 March 2017
Location: Cádiz Town Hall, Plaza de San Juan de
Dios S/N, 11005 Cadix

The three volumes of The Encyclopedia of migrants
will be officially presented to the local authority
and media in a ceremony followed by a reception
for migrants who wrote their piece for the project
and a public reading of selected letters. This public presentation will lead into a series of cultural
events held as part of Gijón’s European Week up
until 12th May, including photography workshops
with two of the project’s own photographers, Laura Rodríguez and Lluc Queralt, at Barjola de Gijón
museum on 9 and 10 May 2017. There will also be
a handover ceremony for the Encyclopedia on 12
May 2017 at the Museum of the People of Asturias, which will be responsible for keeping it and
passing on its contents.

— Porto —

— Càdiz —

To mark the International Day for the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination, the Encyclopedia will be
presented to citizens, social organisations and cultural and institutional bodies at a public event. Participants include the Mayor of Cadiz and representatives of the city’s migrants who contributed their
stories to the project, as well as the Asociación Pro
Derechos Humanos de Andalucía (APDHA), which
acted as local coordinator. The presentation will
be followed by a reading of a selection of letters in
the Encyclopedia and a tribute to the contribution
made by the migrant community to the city of Cadiz. For its first year, the Encyclopedia will be kept at
ECCO, before moving to its long-term home in the
José Celestino Mutis municipal library.

Portugal

Official handover ceremony: 18 May 2017
Location: Almeida Garrett municipal library, R. de
Entre-Quintas 268, 4050-344 Porto

— Lisbon —

Official handover ceremony: 30 May 2017
Location: Lisbon Town Hall, Praça do Municipío,
1100-365 Lisbon
A roundtable and letter-reading session: at Renovar a Mouraria, Mouradia-Casa comunitaria da
Mouraria, Beco do Rosendo n º8-10, 1100-460 Lisboa

The official handover ceremony will involve a public enouncement of suggestions made by students
following on from debates based around the Encyclopedia about migration and improving intercultural management in schools (the context to
which was the Human Library project). The event
will take place with an audience that includes students, the Mayor of Porto and the city’s officer for
culture, as well as the team at the Associaçao Solidariedade Internacional (ASI).

The Encyclopedia will be handed over to the Mayor
of Lisbon. There will be a roundtable debate and
a presentation of what happened in Lisbon during the city’s intercultural forum, as well as a
letter-reading session at the Renovar a Mouraria
association.

Gibraltar
Official handover ceremony: 28 June 2017
Location: Mario Finlayson National Art Gallery, City Hall, John Mackintosh Square, Gibraltar,
GX11 1AA

over to the Mayor of Gibraltar and members of the
Gibraltarian Parliament. A reception will then
take place. The Encyclopedia will be kept at the
Mario Finlayson National Art Gallery in City Hall
and it will be accessible to the public. The Encyclopedia’s concluding seminar will take place after
the presentation, with members of the eight cities’
project teams and the L’âge de la Tortue association
that coordinated the project.

The Encyclopedia will be officially presented in
Gibraltar to an audience of local dignitaries,
Gibraltarian project participants, the European
team and members of the public. It will be handed
7
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The project
The Encyclopedia of migrants is an artistic project which has taken the form
of an encyclopedia containing testimony from 400 migrant people. It was
designed and initiated by director and interdisciplinary project creator, Paloma Fernández Sobrino. General project organisation was overseen by the
L’âge de la Tortue association.

The origins of the project
In 2007, Paloma Fernández Sobrino was invited
by L’âge de la Tortue to work as an artist on the
Correspondances citoyennes1 project, for which
she chose to tackle the theme of migration from
a personal perspective. To do this, she asked three
migrants she had met in the Le Blosne district of
Rennes to write a personal letter which would
then be published as a folding postcard. Initially,
the artist did all the work herself.

share common practice and knowledge with a
network of partners, the association thought it necessary to make The Encyclopedia of migrants a cooperative European project. This came to fruition
in 2015. L’âge de la Tortue took care of the overall
leadership and general organisation of the project,
and united participants from eight cities on the Atlantic seafront: Brest, Rennes, Nantes, Gijón, Porto, Lisbon, Cadiz and Gibraltar. All these locations
shared a desire to get to know migration’s particular history, as well as commitment from their respective elected officials.

Following on from this initiative, the artist continued the project in the Le Blosne area, collecting
letters by migrants recounting their stories. These
stories gave rise to two works which were published in 2008 and 20112.

The 400 migrant people who contributed their
stories to the Encyclopedia came from very different backgrounds: some had left their country just
months ago, others decades; some were exiled,
others were living their European dream; some
would not leave their adopted country for anything, while others struggled with being uprooted.
The project involved asking questions about the
personal experience of migration and distance. It
is the diversity of the migrants and their life stories
which makes the collection quite a treasure trove
and a one-of-a-kind creation, allowing people to
realise the complexity of this reality as though they
were looking through the lens of a kaleidoscope.

This initial collection work involved regular meetings with migrant people in Rennes, then in Tarragona in Spain. A dynamic was sparked in both
the area and the wider city, knitting together a
network of potential witnesses, until in 2014 Paloma suggested to the L’âge de la Tortue team that
they develop the existing project and produce an
emblematic object: an encyclopedia.
It was thus that one of The Encyclopedia of migrants’ first major principles was set: appropriating a symbol of the Enlightenment and European
culture to pass on a non-scientific type of knowledge
which gives readers a glimpse of the intimate realities of contemporary migration.

This initiative originated from an artist who is
herself an immigrant. It is both artistic and emotional in its approach, and it impressed a small
team of three who then got involved to roll it out
within a district, then nationally and finally on
a European scale. More than 700 artists, third-sector activists, social scientists, art students, citizens
and public decision-makers ultimately joined the
adventure.

Given the importance of migration to our European countries and L’âge de la Tortue’s desire to
The archives for this project are available to read at agedelatortue.org.
2
Paloma Fernández-Sobrino, P. & Cousseau, B. (2008).
(Partir…). Rennes, France: L’âge de la tortue.
Paloma Fernández-Sobrino, P., Eidenhammer, A., Sauvage,
A. & Pallarès, M. S. (2011). Partir – esguards…miradas…
regards. Rennes, France: L’âge de la tortue.
1
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An art project
The artistic spark behind The Encyclopedia of migrants was the idea to appropriate and create a
twist on Diderot and Alembert’s Encyclopédie. Its
form – a monumental book with several leatherbound volumes – is used to pass on non-scientific
knowledge which exposes life experience with all
the subjectivity that entails. The project’s founding
principle is therefore to publish an encyclopedia
using personal testimonies from migrant people
– 400 individuals to be precise – who act as the
source of a new knowledge built on the personal
side of life and individuality. This deviation from
the Enlightenment-age Encyclopédie, a symbol of
Western scientific culture and holder of so-called
legitimate knowledge, breaks free of the most common political and social representations of migration by giving the floor to the first people it affects.
The aim of Diderot and Alembert’s Encyclopédie
was to leave behind the non-scientific thinking of
the Middle Ages by representing a different world
built on the latest scientific discoveries. As a project, it was as political as it was scientific. In 2017,
publishing emotional content as an encyclopedia
produced through shared, contribution-based
work is an artistic and political act.

nal letter handwritten in their first language and
addressed to someone back home. This sample of
74 languages stretches over 1780 pages of the encyclopedia. Each letter comes with a translation into
the project’s four publication languages, French,
Spanish, Portuguese and English. The inarticulacies and beauty of language handwritten on the
page, sometimes using an alphabet we do not
know, puts us at the most touching and most visible level of intimate privacy, which is then made
accessible through translation.
A photo portrait of each letter-writer was done by
one of the 16 photographers in the partner cities.
This portrait emerges out of an encounter and a
dialogue between the sitter and photographer,
who uses all his or her expertise and creativity to
make an image that combines a resolutely documentarian approach with a certain level of staging
that aims to show the migrants at their best.
In many cases, the letters represent the first time
these words have been used, as they could not be
said at the right time or to the right person, but
also, sometimes, because they simply could not
come out until now. The reader thus bears witness
to a confession, declaration, admittance or another kind of private statement. He or she therefore becomes the repository for a fragile, human
knowledge the limits of which are barely perceptible, emerging from sincere feeling and a human
journey that has little to do with logic and reason.
Each and every letter-writer is authentic but also
set within a certain context due to the limitations
which come with publication, in a composition
whose sole aim is to showcase private writings in
all their nobility, be they tender, thankful or bitter.

As a weighty object both literally (each of the
three volumes weighs nearly 3kg) and in terms
of the sheer number of life stories it contains,
The Encyclopedia of migrants is an artwork in
and of itself. It is beyond classification and difficult to use in practical terms as only eight copies
have been made. These imposing books have
been given to partner cities so that they may
take responsibility for caring for them, bringing them to life and passing on their contents.
The letters: when private lives
meet a public audience

A contribution-based approach
Another major aspect of the project was to design
an approach which is based on contribution from
start to finish. Just like Diderot and Alembert’s
Encyclopédie, The Encyclopedia of migrants is the
product of shared work done via the development
of a network of people from a variety of fields, including artists, third-sector activists, art students,
citizens and public decision-makers. The network
also included social scientists and European structures such as charities, local authorities, and institutions in France, Spain, Portugal and Gibral-

For the project, each migrant had to compose a
personal letter to someone they know – such as a
friend or family member – who they had left back
home, so that this letter could be published in the
Encyclopedia. The stories produced therefore balance the most personal of individual testimony
with the demands of sharing experience, creating a
unique genre of letters sent to a faraway loved one
but also to a multitude of potential readers.
The migrants express themselves through a perso9
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A cooperative European project

tar. Since the very beginning of the project, this
network encouraged contributions from all participants, not least the people most affected by migration: migrants themselves. The encyclopedia’s
subject is actually subject and author at the same
time, rather than being held at an objective distance. All these individual points of view amass a
considerable weight, making for fertile ground for
reflections on cultural rights, something L’âge de
la Tortue views with the utmost importance.

The project was designed in the Le Blosne district
of Rennes in 2014. Out of these local roots it developed on a European scale in 2015, finally coming
to fruition in 2017 (from March to June) through
a series of official handover ceremonies and events
organised in the eight partner cities.
Conversations between partners around best practice are an integral part of the assets mobilised
around the project, the shared desire being to actively participate in writing the European history
of migration using local migration stories.

When the project was first designed, the principle
of contribution-based collaboration was enshrined
through the creation of a study group. The group
met seven times in the Le Blosne district of Rennes
between October 2014 and October 2016, and
on each occasion more than 40 people from very
different backgrounds attended. Meetings took
place over an entire day at a time and were organised as a forum where all participants could play
an equal part in the dialogue, with no sense of hierarchy. The objective was to look at fundamental
questions linked to the project, such as the place
to give to linguistic diversity, to potential selection
criteria for letter writers and to categorising our
contributors.

The eight cities which actively participated in
the project are all situated on Europe’s Atlantic
seafront, looking out onto the ocean at the interface of several worlds. They have a long migratory past made up of different histories enriched
by many episodes which have shaped them, built
them, rebuilt them or even marked the return of
national colonies. Their inhabitants’ memories are
imbued with all the realities of migration. These
are also cities where local participants from civil
society (who often work with immigrant populations) have benefited from real support with the
project from local elected officials.

At ground level, 16 contact people formed a link
with each migrant who might be willing to tell
us their story. They built up trusting relationships
with the writers, who they supported so that their
letters (which they sometimes wrote or translated
into the local language together) were as reflective
as possible of the migrant’s own words. Each letter
is thus the product and fruition of a real encounter between two individuals and a relationship
cemented over time through trust and respect
around a shared project.

The resources and creations
The Encyclopedia of migrants has been published in
eight paper copies (in three volumes in a 29 x 45cm
format, with artisanal binding, an all-leather cover and gold lettering) and as a digital version accessible for free on the project website as of March
2017. A website, documentary film, reference kit
and handbook have also been produced to provide
as many ways into the project as possible.

A European network of 16 social scientists was also
formed so that they could make a written contribution to The Encyclopedia in the shape of 16 articles about precise issues linked to migration.

All this material has been published in the partner
cities’ four national languages: French, Spanish,
Portuguese and English. All material produced
aims to support work planned for the coming years
in the eight cities via action designed to showcase
the project, particularly in primary and secondary
schools, colleges and universities.

700 people got involved and made their mark on
this project. Starting out as an art initiative dreamt
up by a creative, The Encyclopedia of migrants is now
the product of a collective will which supported
the project and gave it a whole tapestry of personal, artistic and academic contributions, ultimately creating a project like no other.

As a work that is public and private at the same
time, The Encyclopedia of migrants has the humble
yet ambitious dream of becoming the starting
point for many individual and collective examinations of a fundamental reality – migration - which
perpetually reconfigures our contemporary societies.
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The resources
and creations
The Encyclopedia of migrants uses a variety of formats, the principal ones
being the eight paper copies and the online edition. A website, documentary
film, reference materials kit and this handbook all support the Encyclopedia, shedding light on how it was made and how the project has developed
since publication. All the resources and materials we have produced are
translated or subtitled in the Encyclopedia’s four languages (French, Spanish, Portuguese and English).

The Encyclopedia of
Migrants PAPER VERSION

THE REFERENCE MATERIAL KIT

www.encyclopedie-des-migrants.eu/projet/pedagogie

→ Details the project’s series of applied methodologies for establishing partnerships with cities, reference works and organising the process of collecting stories, as well as summaries from study group
meetings during the project, from initial methodology analysis to the evaluation stage.
→ Available free of charge online.

→ A leather-bound, 1782-page artist’s book split
into three volumes and made in eight copies.
→ Contains 400 life stories, each including a typed
version of the individual’s letter in the language of
publication, a copy of the handwritten letter and
a photo portrait by one of the project’s 16 photographers. Also contains 16 texts written by social
science researchers.
→ A multilingual publication available in four versions (handwritten letters in 74 languages + one of
the four publication languages)
→ One copy is held by each of the eight partner cities.

THE DOCUMENTARY FILM

www.encyclopedie-des-migrants.eu/projet/film

→ Traces back each and every stage involved in making the project, from the initial idea to final production via the creative and collective processes. It
documents the nitty-gritty of how the project was
made.
→ The film was shot on the project’s bases in
France, Spain, Portugal and Gibraltar and its aim
is educational. It is a way of recording the project
for posterity.
→ Available free of charge online.

The Encyclopedia of
Migrants ONLINE VERSION
www.encyclopedie-des-migrants.eu/digital

→ Contains all the content from the paper version
and allows users to search numerous themes in the
Encyclopedia.
→ Available free of charge online.

THE HANDBOOK

www.encyclopedie-des-migrants.eu/projet/pedagogie

THE WEBSITE

www.encyclopedie-des-migrants.eu

→ Presents the creations produced by the project
and acts as “how-to guide” for the Encyclopedia.
→ The handbook has been designed largely with
educational goals in mind. It is for everyone’s use
and educators’ in particular, in the hope that they
will present the project in its entirety, help to pass
it on to a wider audience and uncover all the many
ways it can be utilised.
→ Available free of charge online.

→ Passes on a general variety of information about
the project, work process (in our various blogs in
particular), the creations we have produced and
what we are doing to promote them within the
project’s transnational network and beyond.
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---> 400 photographic portraits
---> 1600 translations
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important dates
of the project
2014
(September)

The project is launched in Le Blosne, Rennes
(Creation of the Focus group)

2015
(July)
The project is launched across Europe
(November)
Multinational collection work starts

2016
(November)
The paper version goes to press

2017
(March to June)
Official handover of the paper version in the 8 cities
(March)
Launching of the digital version
(June)
Final seminar Gibraltar
(from July)
Diffusion of the project
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About
Paloma
Fernández Sobrino
Paloma Fernández Sobrino is a director and creator of interdisciplinary projects. She was born in Spain and has lived in France since 2004.
She has been an associate artist at L’âge de la Tortue since 2007.
She took part in the Correspondances citoyennes (2007-2011) project and
authored Partir (2008) and Partir… esguards, miradas, regards (2010),
works which brought together two collections of personal letters written by
migrant people living in France and Spain. She also created poetry collection project On dit de moi que je ne suis pas étrangère (2012).
In 2009, she wrote, directed and performed her play Déroute. This physical
theatre piece toured, performing to an audience of one on each occasion,
and used women’s stories about the female condition as well as her interpretation of Khalil Gibran’s poem Défaite. That same year, with Nicolas
Combes she dreamt up and directed the cooperative European Correspondances Citoyennes en Europe project covering France, Spain and Romania.
In 2014 she graduated in performing arts and designed and directed her
play Déroute (2). For this extension of her first play, Paloma was supported
by opera singer Justine Curatolo and collaborated on the staging with Nathalie Élain. In 2015, she adapted Alberto Méndez’s short story Manuscrit
trouvé dans l’oubli from his work Les Tournesols aveugles for the stage. This
was to be her second play, Trouvé dans l’oubli, and it was performed by Benoit Hattet, Nathalie Élain and flamenco singer Pere Martínez.
To continue her work on personal lives on a larger scale, Paloma designed
The Encyclopedia of migrants, for which she now plays the role of artistic director.
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About L’âge de la tortue
L’âge de la Tortue is a team which designs and enacts visual and performance art projects. Founded to take a critical perspective on contemporary
society and respect for cultural rights, L’âge de la Tortue questions our relationship with political and social representations to give us a different perspective on the world. Our work processes feed into our creations, taking the
form of interdisciplinary sessions workshops led by artists over prolonged
periods. These workshops mix different art forms, function as study groups,
and welcome contributions from people living in the local area.
L’âge de la Tortue is based in the Le Blosne district of Rennes and develops
its projects on a micro-local scale in conjunction with other areas of Europe.
L’âge de la Tortue is a charitable organisation founded in 2001 in Rennes.
The association’s work is structured around large projects such as artists’
residencies, European cultural projects and theatrical creations which are
led over varying periods of time (Correspondances citoyennes from 2007 to
2009, Déroute in 2009, Correspondances citoyennes en Europe from 2010
to 2011, Expéditions from 2012 to 2014, The Encyclopedia of migrants from
2014 to 2017, and Résidence secondaire which started in 2016 and is running indefinitely). Historically, these projects have taken place in the Le
Blosne district of Rennes, where the association has had its base since 2007.
The team has gradually extended towards other areas: in Rennes, this has
notably included the Maurepas district, but we have also worked in Brest
and Nantes, Spain, Romania, Poland, Portugal and even Gibraltar.
The team:
Céline Laflute – Coordinator
Paloma Fernández Sobrino – Interdisciplinary projects creator and director
Antoine Chaudet – Communications and art officer
Claire Bizien – Administration assistant for European projects
Sophie-Laure Gresse – Publishing officer and communications assistant
L’âge de la tortue
10 bis square de Nimègue, 35200 Rennes, France
contact@agedelatortue.org
+33 950 185 165 / +33 661 757 603
www.agedelatortue.org
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Extracts: 10 testimonies
This testimonies (hanwrited letters, translation in english and photographic portraits) can be reproduced with the mention: © L’âge de la tortue.
For the photographic portraits, it’s necessary to add the name of the photographer (noted under each photography on next pages). The HD files are
available on demand : communication@agedelatortue.org
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araCeli
ruiz toribios
Moscow, Russia
Gijón, Spain

gijón, 3rd january 2016
dear cousins,

a

t last, i’m going to tell you a little about my life in
which you seem so interested.

by banners that read: “Welcome to the children of the
heroic spanish nation.”

as you know, the spanish civil War broke out in 1936.
it started when franco, who was an army general in morocco, revolted and brought his troops to spain, putting
an end to the second republic. The situation in spain
was awful, with the children suffering most. it was then
that a lot of countries offered to save these children from
the bombs being dropped by german planes, as franco
had entered into an alliance with hitler and mussolini.
several countries offered to take in spanish children to
live there provisionally, until the war ended. our parents
decided to send the youngest of us to russia, and so we
went: angelines was 5, conchita 11, i was 13 and águeda as our tutor was 22. our parents signed us up to go
to russia, which had said it would take in 300 spanish
children.

everything was ready for us in leningrad, such as the
children’s homes where we would spend our childhood.
in 1940, given that some children either didn’t want to,
or couldn’t, study at university, a decision was made to
demolish the houses and restore them. one was built
in leningrad for those who wanted to learn a trade and
another in moscow for those who wanted to finish their
university studies. however, in 1941 the second World
War was raging and germany attacked the soviet Union.
That’s when our tragedy began, or continued. We were
evacuated to odessa in central asia. i ended up in Uzbekistan where i spent the rest of the war. When the war
ended on 8 may 1945 and we were reunited once again in
moscow, i started to study at the university and finished
in 1957.

That was how on 23 september 1937 we left the port of
gijón for leningrad, though we had been waiting a few
weeks in empty schools to make it easier to gather everyone together.

That was the year of the cuban revolution, which russia
helped by sending troops there. however, they also needed translators and that’s where we spanish came in. my
husband and our six-year-old daughter went. i met che
guevara there, and as we were in cuba working with my
sister conchita he asked us about our parents, who was
still living in gjión and who we hadn’t seen in 30 years.
he suggested that we bring them to cuba so that we
could be reunited and that’s what we did in the summer
of 1964, in havana. They acted as godparents to my second daughter. The first one was born in moscow, the second in havana.

The boat that came was a cargo ship. in the dead of night
buses came to take us across gijón to avoid another boat
finding out and firing on us to prevent us from leaving
spain. We left on 23 september and went to the port of
santander where a russian passenger ship was waiting
for us. it was lovely and very comfortable. from there we
went to england, where we were separated into two ships,
given that on leaving gijón there were 1,100 children,
plus the teachers and the tutors that accompanied us.

Well, my dear cousins, i’ll continue with my story when
i see you.

We arrived in leningrad on 3 october 1937. The people
of leningrad and the pioneers awaited our arrival at the
port. While here we were bastard children, the sons and
daughters of republican losers, there we were welcomed

lot’s of love,
araceli
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ChanG
liu mell
Zhangjiakou, China
Brest, France

P e r se v e r a nc e
pa,

d

calligraphy, and traditional chinese medicine. for me,
these are my chinese roots, not modern life in china. surely my time in france has made me want to (or need to?)
explore and express my identity more, and my different
experiences have separated me from modern life in china today, from my chinese friends, as we have less and
less in common. Working more, earning more, buying
houses, “having a better life”, buying a car, buying a better car, having a child, looking after the child, devoting
yourself to work and developing your network, making
yourself your own social ladder to climb, etc. all this is
important to them, but means little to me. i think i’ve
taken another path towards maturity, a process which
leads to freedom. more than anything else, my time in
france has given me a certain liberty of thought, and
more strength to know what’s important in my own life
and to choose the way i live, without necessarily being
hidebound by french or chinese ways of living.

uring the time i’ve been looking for a job and
questioning my decisions in life, i sometimes
dream that i could travel back in time and not
do the thesis that took five years of my youth in the name
of so-called research, done alone, unemployed. Because
i didn’t know any better, i made lots of mistakes from the
start my thesis. i didn’t open any doors for myself to use
afterwards, nor did i create a network of researchers. you
know, you aren’t really a researcher if you’re researching
alone in a corner. i’m also reassessing my life because i’ve
changed over time. my undergraduate degree, master’s
degree and doctorate were all part of a logical progression
towards becoming a french teacher in a chinese university. But having prepared all this ground, i’ve changed,
i’ve discovered new possibilities, i’ve seen other things
which matter to me more.

during the five years i spent on my thesis and eight years
in france, although i spent too much time at university
compared to many, from a purely unpragmatic point of
view i consider myself lucky to have had the time to reflect on certain things instead of going straight into work
after my degree, instead of adapting to society unquestioningly, and instead of willingly accepting the consumer
culture enforced by the modern world. as a result, i enjoy buying and accumulating things less and less, i see
everyday consumer items differently. i think i’m lucky
to have chinese roots which i can opt for instead: i have
a growing interest in chinese literature, painting and

at the moment, i’m working towards getting a relatively
stable job which pays the rent, so that i can learn more
and more and pursue my passion for arts: i think this
is what i’m going to devote my life to. so after all this
rambling, all i want to say to you and mum is that, although i’ve doubted myself, your daughter has got a direction in life and there’s no need to worry about me —
my life in france is good.
Best wishes,
your daughter
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douCe
dibondo
Brazzaville, Republic of the Congo
Nantes, France

dad,

i

t’s been more than a decade since i left your arms,
my routines and everything i knew in life. i left your
eyes, which shone with pride in me, and your hands,
which consoled me and guided me. even at the age of 12,
i knew that going far away from you, from my congo,
meant starting a new life, nothing better or worse than
that. This new life would get céleste and me away from
the chaos of a country in crisis. time has passed here
without warning. my memories of you have blurred, your
voice has got lost among thousands of others. sometimes
i raged against all those children around me who didn’t
know how lucky they were to have the most precious of
treasures, that pillar of strength — parents. to this day,
i don’t know how i managed to block out the loss, the
memories and all their tricks, and time — all that time,
which makes me wonder if you’ll recognise me one day,
if you’ll see in me the daughter i’ve always been. for more
than 10 years, i’ve not had a single photo of you which
would have let me hold onto the image of your face. your
little almond eyes with their black iris, so sharp and so
soft at the same time. and that honest, greedy smile
which is so handsome and which i have never forgotten.

for literature, arts and culture, my desire to travel and to
meet unfamiliar people. just like you, i’ve always loved
finishing off a crossword. i’ll take you on whenever you
like, dad, you the undisputed champion! i grew up by
meeting people who would change my life forever, people
who share my weaknesses and difficulties in france. This
country is full of paradoxes: the winter and red tape are
long and cold, but in summer, people are warm and happy whatever their path in life has been. people are lonely
and sad but can inundate you with love in the space of
one meeting. But i miss the streets and the noise of the
congo. people live outside and are never alone, always
smiling and enjoying being alive. i even miss the things
that used to annoy me, the constant delays, the indolence
some people show and so on. since i left, i think i’ve become more and more french, but i’ve never forgotten
your name, my heritage, or the food and music from my
congo. i’ve got so many plans for when i go back one day.
i want to thank the land where you saw me first come
into the world, while taking up all the promises my new
country is making me me.
i’m 22 now, and i know we’ll see each other again soon.
i know nothing will have really changed, although nothing will ever be the same. i can’t wait to see you and to
feel you again. your laugh, your honesty, your lust for
life, your analytical but never snobbish thinking. i want
everything back which, in the end, has not been lost,
only put on hold.

over and over i have repeated to myself the advice you
gave me the last time we saw one another, in that prison which looked like a holiday camp you were enjoying
with old friends. and indeed, you said to me “don’t be
clannish with the people around you. Be as open as you
can. you need to grow up fast, daughter of mine…” i’ve
applied myself ever since. By studying sociology, i’ve discovered the opportunity to think and to broaden my love

i want to feel complete at last. i want to live life in colour.
your daughter douce,
who loves you
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GiusePPe
laGoMarsino
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Cádiz, Spain

h

But, in spite of it all, and still without knowing what it
really means, i’m argentinean. Without pride or shame.
like a birth mole, like a scar that the years gradually
smooth over but which never fully goes away. i’m proud
of some things i’ve done; for the women i’ve loved and
loved me; for the friends who love you for the way you are
(and even in spite of it); for the children that fly free; for
the odd story that didn’t deserve to end up in the wastepaper basket; for the stones i’ve thrown. shame for having betrayed myself; for not having dared; for selfishness;
for the kisses i never gave; for sometimes having said too
much and others having said nothing when i should
have shouted.

i, little sister! how are things? caught up in the
electoral whirlpool in that chaos of a country?
once again faced with choosing between the
bad and the worse? i won’t go on about the subject, because we don’t see eye to eye (will we ever?) about it.

it’ll soon be 40 years in exile. forty years away from my
country, which is no longer my country. But don’t go
thinking that i feel spain has taken its place. Because
at this stage of the game i feel i don’t belong anywhere.
i laugh when anyone listening to the twists and turns
of my life and all the places where i’ve lived, says to me:
“you’re a citizen of the world”. true, it’s a lovely expression. That of “citizen of the world” sounds good all right,
but in reality i don’t feel like i come from any place. rather
i feel like an outcast trying to live wherever i find myself.

i won’t be holding a party to celebrate these 40 years. exile is a wound, yes. But a wound that i carry with pride;
the price i paid for saying no.

perhaps, as the poet (or was it félix grande?) said, “my
homeland is the word and a woman’s body”. to mine
i’d add my friends. The rest is all myth, custom, borders, anthems and flags. i drink mate (ulcer allowing),
i like football, the tango — is that what it means to be
an argentinean? ché was an argentinean, Videla was an
argentinean. Borges, maradona, a delinquent, troilo, a
nobel laureate, all argentinean. in sweden i was a foreigner, i’m also one in spain and when i go to argentina,
i feel i’m a stranger there too.

Well susi, sorry for the cheap philosophy. This coffee
chat, without table or coffee. But you are my anchor, my
lifeline. Who could i share these things with if not you?
a big hug and my regards to all yours.
love you,
giuseppe
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héba
cornilleT eMaM
Cairo, Egypt
Rennes, France

my darling mother,

i

f only you knew how much i miss you… how many
times i’ve dreamt of pressing myself against your chest,
safe, breathing in your perfume like i did when i was
little… mum, i miss you! like i miss the taste and smell of
your bread, your eastern spiced coffee, your eid cakes to savour at teatime, which you always made last long into the
afternoon with your stories and tales.
i miss the heat of egypt, the warmth of the sun, but also the
warmth of meeting up with family, friends and neighbours;
the noise, i miss those sounds so much: children playing
outside, street hawkers and even the incessant blare of car
horns! i miss egyptians’ humour, their wild jokes… i regret
not being able to go for walks through old cairo or summer
nights lost in cafes until the early hours…

i’ve been in france for eight years, i live in Brittany with my
beloved husband and his adorable family. They’ve taken care
of me since i first arrived, which has relieved my sense of perdition, without really making things easier for me: i knew
cairo like the back of my hand, all its districts, streets and
alleyways, but here i was like a child who’s lost her parents
in the market! i felt devoid of any knowledge and confronted by everything i lacked: i didn’t speak french, didn’t know
how i should behave, my qualifications and work experience
counted for nothing. What’s more, i didn’t have a driving
licence and couldn’t apply for jobs! i was independent in my
own country, a successful journalist, always surrounded my
friends and acquaintances and living a professional lifestyle
dotted with conferences, festivals, celebrations and movement; here, i found myself to be a foreigner in a strange
world without a single link to my past. i had to start a new
life: learn french and become a student again as a 30-something year old…
however, i was proud to study at a french university, the
university of rennes — and in french, no less! But there is
still an unbreakable barrier between me and this language…
it’s a challenge i sometimes struggle to overcome, despite my
best efforts. i still find it strange and illogical, i find it very
hard to understand and even harder to pronounce, it’s a
whole world away from my first language, both in its written and spoken forms. despite my progress and the efforts
i’ve made to master it, which have exhausted me intellectually, i still don’t feel fully comfortable reading or writing in
it, and that makes me ashamed: mum, i can only imagine
that your granddaughters, isis and elsa, see me like i saw
you as a child: an “illiterate mother”! my dilemma holds me
back, knocks my confidence, isolates me at times and is still
the only obstacle as i try to completely integrate in france.
in this country, nature is tidy and charming, but i hate the
winter! it’s too long, and every year i feel like it will never
end. i find the cold painful and the lack of sunlight depresses

me. at heart, the people here are very good, but sometimes
they come across as cold, distant and insensitive. however,
as an egyptian i think they have a great impression of me:
they are fascinated by our culture and country, rather than
with negative preconceptions it seems. They work well, with
a sense of efficiency, quality, precision and organisation, but
they always do things in the same, repetitive way that for
them makes up the rigid structures of the so called “system”! i sometimes find it boring, i get stuck in a rut, i miss
chance happening and surprises, incongruities — the mess
of the bazaar!
mum, you’re the most precious thing i have in life. i feel
such nostalgia for you, my country and my culture but i regret only one thing: i regret being born a woman in that
society! i’ve always regretted it, since i was a child… for you
and all the other mothers, having a daughter means getting
a burden, limitations and obligations. is that why we punish girls by mutilating them in our country? and you mum
— did you want to punish me by deciding to have me cut?
or did you want to protect me? i don’t want an answer from
you, or for you to be sad. i know you just did what others had
inflicted on you, as they had done to all the other mothers
in your day.
now i’m a mum, a mum of two girls, and i’m sad they’re
growing up far away from you, they refuse to speak egyptian despite my perseverance, they don’t see the point, given
that they live so far away from my culture and origins… But
i want to see them grow up to be free in mind and body, in
a society which won’t punish them for being women, will
respect them and will protect them as such, whether or not
they have kept their virginity!
i love you, mum, but i won’t come back. i’m like a tree that’s
been uprooted from its own soil and replanted in another,
more fertile one. i’ll always have deep roots over there, where
you are, but they’ve spread out wide, interlinked with others’
and bedded down deep into my second home country. i’m a
tree which drinks from two lands. i am now that mixture.
i love you, mum, from the bottom of my heart, and i don’t
hate you anymore. i’ve loved you more since i became a mother, it’s only now that i understand that it can’t have been
easy for you. i love you and i forgive you, just as i hope that
my daughters would be able to forgive me if one day i make a
mistake that damages them, without me meaning to.
i love you and i’m sorry that you weren’t able to live your
own life, in freedom, to suit yourself, you’ve never known
such pleasures, nor the joys of reading, writing and culture.
i love you, mum, and i thank you for bringing me up while
letting me be your antithesis.

your loving and respectful daughter, héba
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janina
vesin
Warsaw, Poland
Rennes, France

dear mum,

W

hen i arrived in rennes in 1944, i would never have imagined that we had already seen
each other for the last time. you never met
your grandchildren, and i was never able to come back to
Warsaw while you were alive as poland was at the other
side of the iron curtain at the time.

i can still picture so many scenes from the past and i remember the tiniest details. i remember your haberdasher’s shop on marszałkowska street and our first flat on
niecała street, right by saski park. you’d all pointed the
building out to me so many times.
i had a wonderful life with you all in Warsaw, but we
weren’t spared by the hand of fate!
i remember the incredible stroke of luck i had. one day
i was with my grandmother and i managed to sneak away
from her watchful eye. i fell out of a fourth floor window. i was barely two years old, and i escaped without the
slightest scratch. a crowd of people gathered at the bottom of our building, and when you got back and heard
what had happened, your hair turned grey in a matter of
minutes. so i always knew you with grey hair. The survivor, that’s what people called me! you did a pilgrimage to
czestochowa to give your thanks for that miracle.
at the start of the second World War, a shell fell on our
house on Kapucyńska street and our flat burned down.
When the Warsaw uprising erupted, we had to leave our
house on daniełowiczowska street to move into the basement of an old building. We had to abandon everything,
we could only take two suitcases with us. i remember
when you sewed gold roubles in the lining of our clothes
in case of dire emergencies. The uprising was a terrible
thing, worse than the War. The bombing never let up
and i saw many dead people. i also saw people scratching
at the earth with their fingernails to gather what ragged human remains they could so they could give them
a proper burial. one day, the insurgents were happy to
find an abandoned german tank. They didn’t know it
was a trap. lots of people were gathering round and i was
running over too. The immense blast of an engine packed
with explosives wiped dozens of people off the surface of
the earth. We can never forget this time. Thankfully,
there are lots of books about it, i read and collect them all.
combat broke out street by street, and the bitterest was
in the old part of the city where we lived. i remember
when the germans came, shouting “out!”. They took all
three of us, me, you and dad. my brother was fighting
for the resistance. first they took us to a transition camp
near Warsaw. Then we were taken on a two-day journey
in a cattle truck to gross-rosen concentration camp.

We were separated out when we got there, men had to
turn right, women left. i never got to say goodbye to dad.
i didn’t know i’d never see him again. later, my brother looked for him with the help of the international red
cross, but it was in vain.
i was able to stay with you because i lied that i was 14.
despite all the years that have since passed, i can still picture that terrible moment when we were disinfected with
toxic chemicals that ran down our heads and burned our
skin. They forced us to undress completely, and it was the
first time i’d seen you in such a humiliating situation.
We were made to work on a farm. We spent eight months
there doing hard labour, but at least there was food. We
got used to seeing dead bodies, it didn’t bother us anymore and it was terrible.
i met françois, a french prisoner, and we fell in love. a
priest married us. Thank god that it was the americans
who liberated us and not the russians. and it was then
that we parted ways. you didn’t come to france with us
because you wanted to look for your husband and son.
We arrived in rennes and everything went very well for
us at first. my husband opened a business making musical instruments and made a good living. françoise was
born first, then catherine.
my husband left me a few years later. my french still
wasn’t very good and i had to manage on my own. i was
lucky enough to meet some kind people who helped me
and gave me a job.
i went back to poland for the first time in 1967. you were
no longer there. i couldn’t find a trace of the world i’d
known there, as Warsaw had been almost entirely destroyed. The streets had changed and i recognised nothing save the old part of the city, which had been meticulously reconstructed.
i don’t go to poland anymore because there’s no longer
anyone there for me. in rennes, my daughter found
the polonia association, and it makes me happy to meet
my compatriots and go to the polish library. most of my
french friends have died and i now speak polish more
often than i do french.
i’ve lived in my flat on arthur Quentin square for more
than half a century. i really like this place. i’m at home
here and i’d like to die here. i’ve had a wonderful life in
france, and i’m proud of my children, my grandchildren
and my great-grandchildren. i don’t neeed anything
more. i’ve been through hard times, but i’ve been lucky
enough to have lived a life.
your jania
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Manuel
ríos
Santiago, Chili
Rennes, France
hola flaco!

i

’ve been meaning to write to you for a long time. my failure
to do so is pure laziness. i must admit, old chap, that with age
i have become rather lazy. Be that as it may, my mind is flooded
with memories. my life, like everyone else’s, consists of many things,
and memories (good and bad) are an essential part of it. and that
includes you, flaco. you, and your dear wife, belong among my happy memories, memories that will stay with me for life, i’m sure of
that. The problem is that i have never told what a large part you and
your wife, the “rucia”, have played in my life, and in my survival.
Without you, without the rucia, i know i would not be here. of
course, there are other people who are part of my world, my circle
of friends, childhood friends in some cases, like you. people i have
met in the course of my life. and then there are those i have no right
to forget, my lost comrades, and also those who have come through
these endless struggles without too much damage.
still, that all belongs to the past. We have come a long way since our
childhood, lived out in the dusty street and lanes of “población Venezuela”, pedro donoso street and the surrounding area. i observe
all these past events through the rear-view mirror of life. and in
the mirror, i see all the distance i have travelled. i see images, people, places. i see my schoolmates, those i knew at high school and
university… don’t laugh! i know i never attended university, except
when i went to the “cordón cerrillos maipú” architecture faculty to
take part in political meetings. you know even better than me how
at that time young people in chile were involved in the process of
change initiated by salvador allende.
at the same time, i can see you playing football in the colours of “deportivo rungue”. as you will remember, i played for “deportivo san
felipe”; on the pitch, we were rivals, but still friends. Those football
matches could go on for hours and hours. They did not end until
nightfall, or when a neighbour, irritated by our offhand manner,
confiscated our ball. We certainly behaved in a crazy way. i get the
impression that, though we played football with real enthusiasm, it
meant more to us than just that. for me, at least, it was also something serious. i think i played as if i were, or were set to become, a
great professional. on the pitch, or rather in the street, i was obsessed with the idea of getting the ball, dribbling, evading tackles,
doing one-twos… all i wanted was to shine. i remember that you,
too, were very technical in your approach. you were always a subtle
player, treating the ball with elegance, rather in the style of chamaco Váldez. But football was not the only thing we cared about.
at that time in chile, the social cauldron was boiling over. The “process”, as you defined it, was making headway, despite its flagrant
contradictions. But the threat of a coup was becoming more real.
We were already active in the mir. We were young, carefree, dreamers even, but without ever losing our sense of direction. We wanted
to change the world… without realising that, years later, this struggle would be the cause of our exile, our being ostracised, and would
force us to live in other countries.
Where the paris attacks are concerned, i know that you, too, must
be shocked by what has happened, especially since, in chile, you
have heard the news from the front… news about the dreadful attacks committed by these mad devotees of allah… here, i must tell
you, emotions are still running very high, as is quite natural. The

only sour note in all this is that people are paralysed, feeling lost.
This prevents them from analysing and understanding what is at
stake, the reason for all this, why france is the target of the salafists,
these bloodthirsty terrorists. to listen to the media and the government representatives, you would think that all this had occurred
somehow out of the blue, like the curse of malinche. and yet, given
the bellicose spirit of the ruling classes, it was quite clear that one
day something like this might happen. and now, sadly, it has! i am
tempted to think that france has not yet got out of its rut, its grand
imperial idea, a colonial past that still makes people dream. now
it has let itself be trapped by its own demons. it is being devoured
by horrible monsters which it has fed with its own hand, in syria and elsewhere. monsters it thought it had already tamed, that
it thought it could exploit with impunity as strike force to bring
down this or that regime. Then there is this latent contempt for the
muslim world, although they deny it. people are also saying that
france is paying for its unlimited submission to the usa. The West,
its friends and allies are united in a deathly embrace around the
idea of world domination, determined to take up arms, to break the
countries that form an obstacle on the road to conquest. de gaulle
was able to say no to the imperial demands of the united states.
nowadays, however, france prefers to lie down before the great empire. during its history, france has produced some excellent people,
but this is the “age of the poodle”.
enough of that. tell me, how is cecilia, your lovely wife…? sorry,
i mean your partner, but it’s true she’s a beautiful woman. But without wanting to be a demagogue, i think she is above all a fine person. give her a kiss from me, and the same for your four daughters.
each more adorable than the next, if truth be told. What is more,
i don’t know if you are a grandfather yet. i often remember your
daughters, especially from the time of my clandestine stay at your
place, in 1982. not far from my parents’ home, of course, which
was not very reassuring. i was already being pursued by the cni.
i remember the circumstances very well. i had decided to go and
see you and ask for help, in other words ask you to give me a place
to stay for a few days, until i could find another hideaway. and you,
you and cecilia, agreed straight away, without the slightest hesitation. and that was amazing, because fear was doing its deadly work
in pinochet’s chile. even if they wanted to give us a hand, people
often refused for fear of reprisals. i ended up staying for a week. you
even let me use the little subaru. and she gave me a real helping
hand, the young one… and then, years later, i learned that charles
ramirez, known as Beño in the mir, had also been received by you
when he was on the run. Beño left too early one morning at the end
of his stay with you, as he was due to take part in a major armed
operation led by the mir in the centre of santiago. he was one of
twenty-five fighters determined to strike a blow against tyranny
but, unfortunately, as they were making their escape, Beño was hit
by a burst of gunfire and died on the spot. end of story. i apologise.
i should not have brought this subject up. it was hard for the two of
you, and for your girls, as they adored charles. i, too, rated him very
highly, loved him as only a man can love another man. don’t get me
wrong: he wasn’t gay, and neither am i. i admired charles, just as
i admire you, as i admire cecilia, as i love my wife, my children and
all those who fought against that pathetic rabble, that aristocracy
of scum. enough! my feelings are all stirred up, i’d better stop… so,
from my distant place of exile, i say… ¡hasta pronto!

manuel, france, abril 2016
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paloMa
fernándeZ sobrino
Puertollano, Spain
Rennes, France

my dear grandmother nicasia,

i

love you and miss you.

you left and i wasn’t able to say goodbye, your last words
don’t exist.
i can still smell the perfume that you wore in all my childhood memories, the childhood i lived in la mancha, my
earliest days in a place whose name no one remembers.
now you’re gone.
i’m writing this letter to apologise, because i didn’t get to
your funeral. i tried. When i found out that you’d gone,
i dashed to paris to catch a train, but the train which
was to take me to your funeral in aldea del rey had broken down and i stayed in paris at the gare d’austerlitz
all night. i’ll always remember that night, sleeping in a
train that would never reach spain; that was the night
when my sadness started to creep up on me. i remember
how cold paris was, the snow and the name austerlitz.
i remember not moving, not being able to do anything
about not moving. not moving in a foreign station, surrounded by foreigners who didn’t know you and couldn’t
comprehend my pain.
now the name austerlitz is part of my life — austerlitz
and your death. The distance between austerlitz and
your resting place.
i’ve had a lot of time to accept your absence. is it really
possible to get over the loss of someone who was so essential to your own existence? for me, you are, you were and
you always will be a rock.

i know that you’d be proud of me because i’m a good person.
you’d have been happy to meet my son, otto. he’s four
years old now, he speaks perfect spanish and french. his
french accent would make you laugh so much.
having a child in a country that isn’t your own is very
strange. for starters, he’s french, not spanish… he
doesn’t have my accent or speak like me… although he
does have both nationalities. sometimes he says to me
“mum, i don’t want you to speak spanish!” but then he
calms down, and he knows that if he really wants something, he has to ask me for it in spanish…
you have to really persist when it comes to language…
i don’t want him to lose his spanish identity either, and
that starts with language. in time, his cousin martina
and friend teix will teach him spanish.
Thanks to my son, i’m laying down roots in rennes, the
place where he was born and where we live.
i separated from his father two years ago, otto was only
two and a half… That was when i knew that i could never
go back.
my son will tie me to Brittany forever, and now this is
where i belong.
living with a child without family around you in a
country that isn’t your own is very hard. it’s certainly the
hardest thing i’ve ever had to do in my life.
i’m scared, nicasia.

i know it was you who taught me the most important
things, the things you can’t see or say, and it’s thanks to
you that i can carry on.

you always told me not to be scared, but i am scared and
i don’t know how not to be scared in the midst of a storm
in foreign lands.

i would love to have your strength.
i would have loved to have shown you the eiffel tower
and Brittany.
i’m sure that you’d be proud of me because i’m doing what
i love, even though i know you wouldn’t understand my
work, or contemporary art, or all the abstractions that
crowd around my life.
i went to university here — you’d be happy about that.
i was happy to study in a french university too.

how can you not be scared when the people you love unconditionally aren’t there at your side?
i hope i will be able to live the life of my dreams, i hope
this fear will go, and that long distances become shorter…
i will never forget my roots, and i’ll always know exactly
where i’m from so i never lose my way…
Thank you for teaching me how to love unconditionally.
paloma
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vicTor
oberTan
Pointe-Noire, Guadeloupe
Rennes, France

29 march, rennes
dear félix,

i

t’s your cousin Victor here, or tolor as you know me.

the entire phreatic zone, the sea and the rivers, and now
fish caught off the guadeloupian coast from capesterre
to sainte-rose is inedible. people know how dangerous
these chlordecone products were, and it was debated
whether to ban them in mainland france, but the system
let them poison guadeloupian land. When will farming
improve in guadeloupe? When will the chamber of agriculture ban the products that some farming groups like
those belonging to hayot and despointes still keep using?

today, you and your son have joined the new council of
deputies. What are you planning to do for the youth of
pointe-noire?
you have the means to make the government act. so today i’m wondering when you plan on getting our young
people off the streets. i wonder when you’ll create jobs.

When will they finally leave our soil as it is, pure and
product-free?

When will you invest in civic life and charities? When
will you complete the reforestation of the coastline and
rehabilitation of caraïbes beach and acomat falls, which
i started?

When will those polluters be brought to justice? When
will the melons they grow and export be sold again in
mainland france? When will they be given to children
in french schools? Why do our exports never arrive in
france at the right time, despite us belonging to the european market as the current government and parliament
wanted, those bodies who supposedly work for us? When
will a realistic agricultural grand plan be implemented
in guadeloupe? and when i say agriculture, i don’t just
mean market gardening, i mean crops of cane sugar, bananas, oranges and so on.

in these days when rising sea levels are often discussed,
as well as biodiversity, please, if you don’t want to see
caraïbes beach disappear, keep doing the reforestation
work i started back in the day but had to stop because
you were so ill-advised.
you and toto lurel asked us to vote for hollande in 2012.
four years later, look how he and his government are
treating us, see how they’ve humiliated us, even with
taubira there at their side. she’s also jumped off the
Valls-hollande bandwagon, and you wondered why…
We’ll see what you’ll ask of the government which gets
into power in 2017. in the meantime, this one has poisoned our land with the chemicals they brought in, supposedly to exterminate banana weevils. They destroyed

please talk to the government about it and write back to
me,
Best wishes,
tolor
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wei
ZhoU
Xining, China
Cádiz, Spain

dear parents,

i

n this letter i’d like to tell you something i’ve never
dared tell you during my time in spain.

“normal”. i started the life of a dancer at 26 years. i dedicated a lot of hours to dance classes, and i made good
progress, but life got in the way of improvement. money, studying for my masters and problems with life and
paperwork put me under pressure. it was a moment in
which i felt utterly powerless, confronting so many problems at once, but also that i had a will strong enough to
fight for the dream i’d been following for so long. in spite
of having hectic weekdays and my friends telling me that
i should get some rest, my flamenco classes help me to
relax and also give me a huge sense of satisfaction. as of
the end of 2015, i have two years experience learning this
beautifully complex art.

you thought i was learning spanish to improve my job
opportunities, but the truth is that it’s all down to a snippet of tV i caught 10 years ago, when i discovered an art
form which moved my soul. it’s called flamenco, it’s a
type of spanish dance and i fell in love with its unique
rhythm and passionate motions at first sight. since then,
my life has been guided by its magic.
While i was studying chemistry, i used to sacrifice my
weekends to learning spanish with the hope of one day
making it to spain. after a lot of effort, i managed to find
work with spanish after leaving university. With a stroke
of luck, i was able to travel to madrid in 2011 with a
scholarship from the instituto cervantes, and i saw a live
flamenco performance. i cried, as much from happiness
at having realised the dream i’d been fighting for over the
last seven years, as from feeling it so far from my life.

This is the short story of my struggle against the tide in
spain. i’m sorry i haven’t told you. i’m afraid of making
you angry, because i’m not working towards having a stable life. i could have found a steady job, i could have lived
closer to you and i wouldn’t have made you worry about
me, but i chose not to be stable and not to lose what keeps
me motivated, and i’m so glad i’ve found something to
which i can dedicate everything. i have a dream that
brings me to tears; that one day you’ll come to visit me in
spain, and i’ll surprise you with a flamenco performance
that will make you proud of me. one day i’ll do it.

it was a bold decision, a year later, to leave my life in Beijing
behind and come to spain with the excuse of studying for
a master’s. my first year in madrid was a time of cramming
in the library and having second thoughts about what it
was that i was really searching for. The second year, i went
down to the south of spain to live closer to flamenco. That
cádiz has this particular treasure in abundance is what
made me stay. for my gaditano friends, it’s so peculiar to
see a chinese person so in love with flamenco that they
always introduce me to the flamenco artists they know.

living abroad is an adventure, and sometimes it’s difficult. i’m sure though that i’m not the only one fighting
for their dreams. There must be plenty of other foreigners
all striving for their different goals. don’t worry about
me — i get braver every day.
With love,

finally, i took my bravest step: learning to dance flamenco. my life was getting further and further away from

your son, the dream chaser
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Extracts:
16 photo portraits
This selection of portraits extract from The Encyclopedia of migrants can
be reproduced with the mention: © L’âge de la tortue and the name of the
photographer (noted under each photography on next pages). The HD files
are available on demand : communication@agedelatortue.org

france
Vincent Gouriou – Brest
Nicolas Hergoualc’h – Brest
Bertrand Cousseau – Rennes
Antoine Chaudet – Rennes
Camille Hervouet – Nantes
Laurence Brassamin – Nantes
Espagne
Lluc Queralt – Gijón
Laura Rodriguez – Gijón
Pedro Sara – Cádiz
Julian Ochoa – Cádiz
Portugal
Antonio Pedrosa – Porto
Lara Jacinto – Porto
Pablo López – Lisbon
Carla Rosado – Lisbon
Gibraltar
Lizanne Figueras
Stefano Blanca
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